TARWF LENDING LIBRARY
There are so many wonderful books on the market now that promote our Republican
ideals and will provide us with needed talking points. Therefore, we have set up a
lending library.
For now the library will be a depot of sorts at Diane Mazurie’s house in North Tustin. You can phone, text, or
email Diane and request a book. She will put it in her mailbox for you to pick up. A member can keep the book
one week and return it to the same mailbox. (Delivery may be possible).
Diane’s address:
12171 Singing Wood Dr.
Santa Ana, 92705

email: dmazurie@me.com
cell: 714-307-5158 (text)
home: 714-838-8258 (no Text)

The following are the books we currently have in our library:
TARWF LIBRARY

Conduct Unbecoming by Buzz Patterson
How Obama is destroying the military

The Constitution by Hal Marcovitz

The construction of and the meaning of the Constitution

Dereliction of Duty by Buzz Patterson

Eyewitness account of how Bill Clinton compromised America’s national security

Disloyal Opposition by Julie Kelly

Current book that identifies Never Trumpers (All Republican) who we should not vote for again.

Give Me Liberty Or Give Me Obamacare by Michael Ramirez
A Book of cartoon pictures depicting absurdities of the Obama-Biden era

The Diversity Delusion by Heather MacDonald

The damage done to our universities with liberal commitment to diversity

Splitting Heirs by Ron Blue

Giving your money to your children without ruining their lives

The Faculty Lounges by Naomi Riley

Why you won’t get the college education you paid for

Liberty and Tyranny by Mark Levin

How conservatives can counter the liberal corrosion of our lives

Contempt by Ken Starr

A memoir of The Bill Clinton Investigation

The Making of the President 2016 by Roger Stone
An examination of Trump’s campaign that took the country by surprise

Unfreedom of the Press by Mark Levin

How the media is functioning as a propaganda tool and is threatening the existence of a free republic

The New Reagan Revolution by Michael Reagan Foreword by Newt Gingrich
How Reagan’s principles can restore America’s greatness

Dear Father, Dear Son by Larry Elder

A journey of American history through the eyes of a father who was hated by his son.

Liars, Leakers, and Liberals by Judge Janine Pirro
The case against the anti-Trump conspiracy

Why Trump Won by Mitchell Steven Morrison
A political guide of 100 reasons why Trump won and will win again

The Russia Hoax by Gregg Jarett

The illicit scheme to clear Hilary and frame Trump

Alien Nation by Peter Brimelow

Common sense about America’s immigration disaster

America the Beautiful by Dr. Ben Carson
Rediscovering what made this nation great

Obama’s America by Dinesh D’Souza

Unmaking the American dream with Obama the primary architect in America’s decline

Arguing with Idiots by Glenn Beck

A secret formula to winning arguments against people with big mouths but small minds: Know the facts!

Taxifornia by James V. Lacy, Forward by Congressman Darrell Issa
Liberals’ laboratory to bankrupt America

Rush Revere and the Brave Pilgrims by Rush Limbaugh

Going back in time to experience the Mayflower voyage and ask the people who were there.

I See a New America by Rick Joyner

Addressing the most dangerous crises of our times and answers for turning them into a brighter future.

Family of Secrets by Russ Baker

A look into the Bush dynasty and America’s invisible government

Uncle Sam’s Plantation by Star Parker

A look at how big government controls and devastates the lives of the poor

Riding With Reagan by John Barletta, U.S.Secret Service
A unique perspective of President Reagan both in and out of the saddle

Hamilton by Ron Chernow

The biography that was the inspiration for the musical

Never Call Me A Hero by N.Jack “Dusty” Kleiss

An American dive-bomber pilot remembers The Battle of Midway

Murder on the Potomac by Margaret Truman
A murder mystery from Harry Truman’s daughter

God is in the House by Virginia Foxx, Foreword by Paul Ryan
Members of Congress reflect on their deep faith and how it guides them as politicians

Killing Reagan by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard
The violent assault that changed a presidency

Killing Lincoln by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard
The shocking assassination that changed America forever

The Snow Angel by Glenn Beck

An emotional tale about family and forgiveness.

Off the Record by Madeleine Westerhout

How she lost her dream job at the White House and what she learned

Trump and the American Future by Newt Gingrich

How the Trump-Pence economy can be reignited post coronavirus & why this election matters

Killing Jesus by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard

Recounting the political and historical events that made Jesus’s death inevitable

Collusion by Newt Gingrich and Pete Earley

A novel that captures the tensions and divides of America and the world today

Jerusalem Countdown by John Hagee

A 2006 warning that Iran’s nuclear arsenal is ready and will impact the world

